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Abstract: Natural and anthropogenic hazards are frequently responsible for disaster events, leading
to damaged physical infrastructure, which can result in loss of electrical power for affected locations.
Remotely-sensed, nighttime satellite imagery from the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership
(Suomi-NPP) Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) Day/Night Band (DNB) can monitor
power outages in disaster-affected areas through the identification of missing city lights. When
combined with locally-relevant geospatial information, these observations can be used to estimate
power outages, defined as geographic locations requiring manual intervention to restore power.
In this study, we produced a power outage product based on Suomi-NPP VIIRS DNB observations to
estimate power outages following Hurricane Sandy in 2012. This product, combined with known
power outage data and ambient population estimates, was then used to predict power outages in a
layered, feedforward neural network model. We believe this is the first attempt to synergistically
combine such data sources to quantitatively estimate power outages. The VIIRS DNB power outage
product was able to identify initial loss of light following Hurricane Sandy, as well as the gradual
restoration of electrical power. The neural network model predicted power outages with reasonable
spatial accuracy, achieving Pearson coefficients (r) between 0.48 and 0.58 across all folds. Our results
show promise for producing a continental United States (CONUS)- or global-scale power outage
monitoring network using satellite imagery and locally-relevant geospatial data.
Keywords: Suomi-NPP; NPP-VIIRS; Day/Night Band; nighttime light; power outages; natural
hazards; lunar BRDF; Hurricane Sandy; societal impact

1. Introduction
A disaster event occurs when a natural or anthropogenic hazard impacts human populations [1].
Natural hazards such as severe thunderstorms, winter storms, tropical cyclones, floods, earthquakes,
and landslides are frequently responsible for disaster events which can result in long-term and
widespread loss of electrical power for affected locations. Other disasters may also occur from
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man-made hazards, such as industrial accidents, lack of maintenance on aging infrastructure, war
and conflict, or similar incidents. Following the initial impact of these events, societal and community
operations are disrupted (e.g., medical facilities, emergency management centers, etc.), leaving
inhabitants vulnerable to environmental and health risks.
Loss of electrical power, either from direct impact to a power generation or distribution system,
or indirectly from other objects like fallen trees and branches, may linger for several days or weeks
following a disaster event. Accurate estimates of the number of outages needing repair following
a storm are useful for calculating the time until restoration for a service territory. However, the
total number of outages per storm is not known to most utilities until the storm has concluded.
While predictive models exist to estimate storm outages from weather and geographic data [2–4],
near-real-time identification and independent monitoring of power outages can be difficult due
to failures in communication and information systems. These systems are vital to disseminating
information about the degree and extent of power outages, but are often dependent on the availability
of electrical power which may be interrupted during a disaster event [5]. Furthermore, synoptic tools
and capabilities for monitoring power outage locations on a recurring basis are lacking.
Remotely-sensed satellite imagery can monitor power outages in disaster-affected areas by
providing an additional source of independent, geospatial information. In particular, nighttime,
visible-wavelength satellite images have the ability to monitor a wide range of reflected and emitted
light from the Earth’s surface. Launched in October 2011, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA)/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Suomi National
Polar-orbiting Partnership (Suomi-NPP) provides the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite
(VIIRS) [6]. The VIIRS instrument includes a Day/Night Band (DNB), a panchromatic, visible-near
infrared channel (0.505–0.890 µm; 0.705 µm central wavelength) with 750 m spatial resolution at nadir.
The DNB is highly sensitive to a broad range of artificial light emissions from city lights, boats, gas
flares from mineral and oil extraction, lightning, and wildfires, in addition to moonlight reflected from
cloud tops and land surfaces [7]. Onboard radiometric gain settings adjust on-the-fly to capture a wide
range of emitted or reflected, calibrated radiance (~5x10−11 nW·cm−2 ·sr−1 to 0.02 nW·cm−2 ·sr−1 ).
This calibration enables analyses of scene conditions between acquisition dates and times, while also
capturing variability in relatively high radiance over pixels in suburban and dense urban areas [8].
With regard to disaster response efforts, artificial nighttime light (NTL) emissions are of interest
because they provide an indication of human activity patterns. Across the landscape, these emissions
originate from residential single- or multi-family homes, local businesses, airports, factories and
refineries, stadiums, government buildings and other facilities—in essence, a wide-range of different
urban land uses. Disruptions to these light-emitting features can be observed and monitored in DNB
data as darkened or unlit pixels in locations where urban infrastructure (i.e., lit pixels) are expected
during normal conditions. To assist response efforts, semi-automated, near-real-time detections of
light reductions or outages from the VIIRS DNB can be generated following disaster events that result
in interruptions to electrical power delivery. This dataset, available on a daily basis for cloud-free
portions of the entire globe, can be combined with locally-relevant geospatial information to predict
outages. Such a retrieval strategy can be particularly useful for multi-day disaster events with
widespread outages that can be mapped during multiple Suomi-NPP overpasses. In these scenarios,
DNB-based power outage estimates can help provide insights into the timing and duration of initial
loss of light emissions, in addition to the rate of light recovery as response efforts return electrical
power to outage-affected areas. In this context, the aim of this study is to generate a power outage
detection product based on the Suomi-NPP VIIRS DNB. This product is then used as input to a
layered, feedforward neural network model that employs a synergistic combination of daily, corrected
nighttime observations with electrical infrastructure and ambient population estimates to perform
power outage predictions.
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2. Background Literature Review
Prior to the VIIRS DNB, NTL have been studied using the Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) Operational Linescan System (OLS). The OLS sensor and band combination has
been used to map stable city lights [9], estimate urban growth rates [10], detect rural electrification in
developing countries [11,12], model the spatiotemporal dynamics of electric power consumption [13],
and correlate NTL to impervious surface concentrations around the world [14].
Previous studies have also demonstrated qualitative and quantitative techniques for estimating
power outages from DMSP-OLS data. Elvidge et al. showed that qualitative, visual detection of power
outages was feasible using the distribution of nighttime city lights [15]. By comparing a reference
pre-storm stable lights image to a single post-storm image, they were able to identify locations of
missing or reduced lighting following Hurricane Fran in 1996 using a Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color
composite image. Aubrecht et al. tracked the gradual recovery of power following Hurricane Wilma
in 2005 by repeatedly generating RGB composites using the same methodology as Elvidge et al. [16].
Kohiyama et al. extended power outage detection using DMSP-OLS by comparing post-storm radiance
values, on a per pixel basis, to 95% and 99% significance levels of pre-storm radiances for a quantitative
estimation of power outages following the western India earthquake in 2001 [17].
The launch of Suomi-NPP VIIRS has allowed for the continuity of nighttime visible satellite
applications. With calibrated, science-quality observations at a higher spatial resolution, this sensor
provides an improved dataset over DMSP-OLS. Previous uses of this dataset have resulted in further
mapping of stable city lights [18], temporal nighttime city light compositing [19], estimation of point
source, stable light radiances [8], political instability caused by human conflict [20], correlation of NTL
to GDP and electrical consumption [21], modeling regional economies [22], extraction and estimation
of built urban areas [23], and detection of oil slicks in scenes with moon glint present [24].
The ability to detect power outages and monitor recovery has also improved with the release
of VIIRS DNB data to end users in early 2012. Cao et al. used DNB radiance data to identify power
outages from two severe weather events: the Washington, D.C. Derecho in June 2012 and Hurricane
Sandy in October 2012 [25]. Using a five-night, pre-storm averaged DNB radiance, coupled with
single-night, post-storm radiance, they were able to estimate the percent of light reduction for each
severe weather event. These percentages of normal (pre-event) emission estimates were validated
using a publically-available outage dataset provided by the U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) and
achieved agreeable results. Finally, Molthan et al. monitored outages and recovery during Hurricane
Sandy in October 2012 via a qualitative, false color RGB composite product that built upon previous
efforts using DMSP-OLS data [26].
The application focus herein is to generate a near-real-time, nightly power outage detection
product over individual DNB pixels. Building upon previous work, using the best available sensor
with state-of-the-art post-processing, the following sections describe the methodology used to estimate
reductions in city lights following the October 2012 landfall of Hurricane Sandy in Connecticut
and western Massachusetts. Section 3 provides a description of the improved VIIRS DNB retrievals,
electrical infrastructure, and ambient population datasets used in this study, as well as the methodology
used to combine these datasets into a synergistic power outage model. Section 4 discusses the
results from visualizing DNB-based power outage estimates and the accuracies of the neural network
model. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our findings and provides an insight to future work for this
science application.
3. Data and Methodology
Previous studies have used data from the DMSP-OLS and Suomi-NPP VIIRS DNB to observe
human activity patterns at night. These efforts post-processed images to omit cloud-contaminated and
moon-lit observations using other near-infrared (NIR)/ infrared (IR) satellite bands and lunar phase
information [9]. Cao et al. attempted to account for lunar illumination on the observed DNB radiance
by using a top-of-atmosphere (TOA) spectral lunar irradiance model [27]. In this study, we expand
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the use of this quantitative approach by using a lunar bi-directional reflectance distribution function
(BRDF), introduced by Román and Stokes, on VIIRS DNB data [28]. The method quantifies the lunar
radiance contributions, which we then use to estimate the true NTL patterns and variations within,
and across, urban areas.
3.1. Gridded VIIRS DNB Data
The Terrestrial Information System Laboratory at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
has prototyped a 30 arc-second (0.008333◦ , ~1-km), nightly, gridded BRDF-corrected DNB product,
which we have used in this study as a baseline of nighttime satellite observations over the continental
United States (CONUS). This experimental product seeks to provide calibrated, gridded VIIRS DNB
data for a variety of nighttime satellite remote sensing science applications. Building upon the NOAA
operational DNB radiance product delivered directly from the VIIRS sensor, Román et al. also provide
a gridded version of the NOAA operational VIIRS cloud mask (VCM), nightly lunar phase information,
and a gridded version of the NASA VIIRS fractional snow cover mask [28]. Newly introduced
capabilities include an improved BRDF retrieval, which allows for a reduction of the influence of
moonlight over land pixels to further reduce the impact of moonlight on inferences of power outages.
A provisional version of this product will become available through the NASA Level-1 and Atmosphere
Archive and Distribution System (LAADS) in early 2017 [29].
For test and evaluation purposes described herein, the experimental NASA DNB product is
comprised of both primary and ancillary science data set (SDS) fields. The first layer contains: (1) a
TOA DNB radiance, and (2) a lunar BRDF-corrected DNB radiance that corrects for the contribution of
moonlight over land, both in units of nW·cm−2 ·sr−1 . The ancillary layer contains all quality assurance
(QA) flags for the corresponding DNB radiance values. These ancillary datasets allow TOA and
BRDF-corrected radiance values to be quality controlled in analyses based upon cloud cover, snow
cover, and correction for moonlight contributions to the observed radiance, isolating the highest quality
DNB data.
The Mandatory QA Flag (band 1 of the QA GeoTIFF) is the result of a four-test process and
provides fundamental corrections that apply to most science applications requiring cloud clearing
and consistent pixel geometry. For a pixel to be assigned as ‘High Quality’, the sun must be below
the horizon (i.e., solar zenith angle (SZA) > 101◦ , or nighttime observation), the VCM must have
flagged the pixel as confidently clear, the pixel chosen for the final gridded product must not be in
aggregation zones 29–32 (~50◦ –60◦ ) of the original DNB swath, and a lunar BRDF correction must
have been applied using a high-quality BRDF inversion [30].
With the inclusion of a newly-generated, nightly lunar BRDF model accompanying the DNB
dataset used in this study, observations during all lunar phases were included in the high quality
period of record. Availability of the lunar BRDF correction provides an improved means of removing
the impact of moonlight on city light emissions so that the lunar BRDF correction subtracts moonlight
contributions from the resulting DNB imagery. This “turning off the moon” approach reduces the
impact of changing levels of moonlight on observed radiances over populated areas, which is a major
source of uncertainty when attempting to ascertain changes in light emission that result from disaster
events and subsequent power outages or recovery [25]. The resulting, BRDF-corrected DNB imagery
is a depiction of city lights and lights from other activities like mineral extraction and gas flaring, as in
Figure 1, which shows pixel-based mean radiance values over CONUS between 19 January 2012 and
31 December 2015.
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3.4.3. Percent of Normal Product Using a Pixel-based Minimum Composite
for analysis. Each image was prepared using the DNB lunar BRDF-corrected retrievals and ancillary
As an alternative to the qualitative, visual analysis provided by RGB composites used in previous
quality flags, as described in Section 3.1, to remove poor-quality observations.

studies, we produced a percent of normal DNB emission product as a pixel-based ratio comparing
current observations (i.e., those following Hurricane Sandy) to “normal” pre-event radiance values.
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of normal
pre-event
light as
emissions
using theratio
90-night
current observations
(i.e., composite
those following
Hurricane
Sandy)
to “normal”
pre-event
radiance
pre-event minimum
as the “normal”
distribution
of NTL
in the Sandy
impact region
(i.e., values.
Mid-Atlantic
and
New England
states)
and et
estimated
power outages
by comparison
to post-event
This approach
follows
previous
efforts
by Cao
al. in estimating
power
outages and
builds upon their
retrievals. Clouds and snow were filtered from the seven post-event retrievals before comparison. For
work by using an improved DNB product available for Hurricane Sandy [25].
this study, we assumed that any post-event radiance, which fell below the minimum value from the
Cao preceding
et al. 90used
five-night,
pre-event
running
average
represent
“normal”
light
nights,awould
indicate a reduction
in light
emissions,
and, thus,to
a potential
outage
for the
affected
pixel(s).
Here, use we
of the
lunar BRDF
correction
critical, aspre-event
reducing contributions
of
distributions
[25].
Accordingly,
calculated
the
percentwas
of normal
light emissions
using

the 90-night pre-event minimum composite as the “normal” distribution of NTL in the Sandy impact
region (i.e., Mid-Atlantic and New England states) and estimated power outages by comparison to
post-event retrievals. Clouds and snow were filtered from the seven post-event retrievals before
comparison. For this study, we assumed that any post-event radiance, which fell below the minimum
value from the preceding 90 nights, would indicate a reduction in light emissions, and, thus, a potential
outage for the affected pixel(s). Here, use of the lunar BRDF correction was critical, as reducing
contributions of varying moon phase allows for a greater sampling of nights to obtain the multi-day
baseline composite. Otherwise, the lunar cycle and increase (or decrease) in lunar illumination would
confine the baseline composite solely to cloud-free observations during new moon periods. Percent of
normal emissions for this study was then defined using the following:
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Post
emissions for this study was then defined using the following:
Percentnormal = 100 ×
,
(1)
Pre
=
×
,
(1)
where Post is each single, post-event image and Pre is the pre-event baseline composite. The “Percent
where Post is each single, post-event image and Pre is the pre-event baseline composite. The “Percent
of Normal” product was then generated for all seven post-event images over cloud- and snow-free
of Normal” product was then generated for all seven post-event images over cloud- and snow-free
pixels. All available pixels with radiance less than the 90-night pre-event minimum composite were
pixels. All available pixels with radiance less than the 90-night pre-event minimum composite were
used as covariates in the neural network model, where pixels closer to zero were more likely to have
used as covariates in the neural network model, where pixels closer to zero were more likely to have
experienced an outage and those closer to one hundred were likely less affected. It is important to note
experienced an outage and those closer to one hundred were likely less affected. It is important to note
the full range of percent of normal estimates (0–100%) were preserved in our model and no threshold
the full range of percent of normal estimates (0–100%) were preserved in our model and no threshold
was used to “define” an outage.
was used to “define” an outage.
3.5. Power Outage Data and Predictive Model for Power Outages
3.5. Power Outage Data and Predictive Model for Power Outages
3.5.1. Power Outage Data
3.5.1. Power Outage Data
Reported power outage data for Hurricane Sandy were received from the Eversource
Reported power
data Energy—Western
for Hurricane Sandy
were received
from the Outages
Eversource
Energy—Connecticut
andoutage
Eversource
Massachusetts
service territories.
Energy—Connecticut
andlocations
Eversource
service
territories.
Outages
were
defined as individual
that Energy—Western
require a two-manMassachusetts
restoration crew
to manually
intervene
were
defined
as individual
require
a two-man
crew to
manually
and
restore
power,
which arelocations
recorded that
at the
nearest
upstreamrestoration
isolating device
(“asset”)
to aintervene
fault
anddowned
restore power,
which
are recorded
at thereclosers,
nearest upstream
device (“asset”)
a faultof(i.e.,
(i.e.,
powerline,
broken
pole, fuses,
switches,isolating
and transformers).
Thetocount
downeddevices
powerline,
broken
fuses,
reclosers,
switches,
transformers).
Theofcount
of isolating
isolating
per 1 km
grid pole,
cell were
included
in the
model toand
represent
the amount
infrastructure
1 km
gridhas
cellbeen
were
included
the
model tooffset
represent
the amount
of infrastructure
indevices
a givenper
area,
which
shown
to beinan
important
in recent
studies (e.g.,
the count ofin a
given area,
which
beenexceed
shownthe
to count
be an of
important
in recent
(e.g.,
the count
of outages
outages
per grid
cellhas
cannot
isolatingoffset
devices
within studies
a grid cell)
[3,4].
Furthermore,
grid cellofcannot
exceed
thegrid
count
of isolatinghave
devices
a grid
cell)
[3,4].
noper
dynamics
the actual
power
infrastructure
been within
included
in our
study,
as Furthermore,
each grid cell no
the actual
power grid infrastructure have been included in our study, as each grid cell is
isdynamics
treated as of
spatially
independent.
treated
spatially
The as
outage
dataindependent.
used here covers 20,195 1 km grid cells across a study area that includes
The outage
data used and
hereparts
covers
1 km
grid cells across
study area
that includes
the majority
of Connecticut
of 20,195
western
Massachusetts.
Overa 400,000
isolating
devices the
majority
of
Connecticut
and
parts
of
western
Massachusetts.
Over
400,000
isolating
devices
are maintained by Eversource across 5900 square miles of service territory in Connecticut and are
maintained
by Eversource
across
5900
squareofmiles
of service
territory
Connecticut
western
western
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The
average
number
outages
per grid
cell perin
day
in Figure 5and
shows
a
Massachuessetts.
The average number
of outages
grid cell
in Figure
5 shows
a decreasing
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trend, demonstrating
how outages
wereper
repaired
byper
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crews
each day
following
the
trend,comparable
demonstrating
howstatewide
outages trends
were repaired
byshown
line crews
each
storm,
to overall
previously
in Figure
4. day following the storm,
comparable to overall statewide trends previously shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 5. Average outages per grid cell across Eversource Energy—Connecticut and Eversource
Energy—Western Massachusetts service territories from 30 October 2012 to 8 November 2012.
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To evaluate the DNB-estimated outages against reported information provided by Eversource
Energy, DNB retrievals at the pixel-scale were converted to a vector “fishnet” spatial grid. The cell size
of this grid was generated to match the ~1 km DNB pixel size and the extent made identical to the
spatial coverage of utility information provided by Eversource Energy. In this fashion, each post-event
percent of normal DNB retrieval was separately imported and subset to the geographic fishnet grid
(Table 1). Although Eversource Energy power outage data exists for each grid cell on all nights of the
storm, the count of valid grid cells was determined by cloud- and snow-cover in the DNB product and
containment within the MSA shapefile.
Table 1. Post-event image dates used in power outage estimation and prediction. Number of cloud-free
Day/Night Band (DNB) grid cells per day also shown.
Julian Day

Calendar Date

Count of Valid Grid Cells

304
305
306
307
308
309
311

30 October 2012
31 October 2012
1 November 2012
2 November 2012
3 November 2012
4 November 2012
6 November 2012

8226
523
5661
1374
1351
19,738
20,091

Combining the Eversource Energy reported outages and DNB-estimated outages began with
a conversion of raster DNB percent of normal values to a vector point shapefile using the centroid
location of each pixel. With a common file format achieved, the resulting point shapefile was “joined”
with the Eversource information for grid cells that contained a valid DNB percent of normal value.
Grid cells with cloud- or snow-cover were assigned known fill values. The single-night fishnet grid
now contained a DNB percent of normal attribute for each grid cell free of cloud- or snow-cover.
This process was repeated for each post-event night using the corresponding percent of normal
product to produce a single fishnet grid containing DNB percent of normal estimates for all post-event
nights. Landscan 2014 population values were attached to each grid cell for input into the outage
prediction model. Finally, the full fishnet grid was clipped using the MSA shapefile as a mask, to create
the final study area domain. The number of outage locations for each post-event night and the spatial
extent of the fishnet grid are shown in Figure 6.
While there is a temporal disparity between the DNB product (nightly satellite overpass times
between 01:30 and 03:30, local time) and Landscan 2014 (daytime-focused ambient population estimates
released once every four years), the combination of both data sets offers an indication of electrical
consumption over a full 24-hour period. Landscan provides a proxy for the locations of highest
concentrations of electrical consumption (i.e., more people consume more electricity). Customer data,
specifically on residential and commercial utility meters, would be a more appropriate data source
for estimated power consumption, but this was not available for use in our study. DNB observations
provide a complimentary input to our model by identifying locations of power consumption
(NTL correlates to population centers), but whose post-event radiances have been reduced.
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Figure 6. Evolution of reported power outages for each post-event night, mapped to the fishnet grid,
Figure 6. Evolution of reported power outages for each post-event night, mapped to the fishnet grid,
and limited to MSA areas. Each panel corresponds to (a) 30 October, (b) 31 October, (c) 1 November, (d)
and limited to MSA areas. Each panel corresponds to (a) 30 October, (b) 31 October, (c) 1 November,
2 November, (e) 3 November, (f) 4 November, and (g) 6 November 2012. Areas in white are excluded
(d) 2 November, (e) 3 November, (f) 4 November, and (g) 6 November 2012. Areas in white are excluded
from our analysis. These areas represent the United Illuminating service territory, other municipal
from our analysis. These areas represent the United Illuminating service territory, other municipal
electricity cooperatives, and areas that do not contain an isolating device or are not included in the
electricity cooperatives, and areas that do not contain an isolating device or are not included in the
MSA rural/urban shapefile. Areas in grey are grid cells with no reported outages for that post-event
MSA rural/urban shapefile. Areas in grey are grid cells with no reported outages for that post-event
night. Each panel covers the same geographic region and spatial extent.
night. Each panel covers the same geographic region and spatial extent.

3.5.2. Artificial Neural Network Description
3.5.2. Artificial Neural Network Description
A layered, feedforward Artificial Neural Network model was used to predict the number of
A layered, feedforward Artificial Neural Network model was used to predict the number of
power outages per grid cell (response variable) from Landscan 2014 population estimates, isolating
power outages per grid cell (response variable) from Landscan 2014 population estimates, isolating
devices (assets), and percent of normal DNB estimates per grid cell across Connecticut and western
devices (assets), and percent of normal DNB estimates per grid cell across Connecticut and western
Massachusetts (Figure 7). This type of model defines each link in the network as a nonlinear activation
Massachusetts (Figure 7). This type of model defines each link in the network as a nonlinear activation
function that maps the input nodes into the output node. In our study, the three input nodes (e.g., one
function that maps the input nodes into the output node. In our study, the three input nodes (e.g., one
for each explanatory variable) were inputted into a single hidden layer with three nodes, which went
for each explanatory variable) were inputted into a single hidden layer with three nodes, which went to
to a single output node. We selected this model for its ability to discern nonlinear patterns [38]; a
a single output node. We selected this model for its ability to discern nonlinear patterns [38]; a feature
feature that has proven useful in a variety of remote sensing studies for change detection and
that has proven useful in a variety of remote sensing studies for change detection and extraction
extraction of damaged areas, where the objective is to assess substantial changes between single
of damaged areas, where the objective is to assess substantial changes between single pixel-based
pixel-based elements [39–41]. Other types of machine learning models such as random forest [3,4] and
elements [39–41]. Other types of machine learning models such as random forest [3,4] and Bayesian
Bayesian additive regression trees [2,4] have been used to relate weather and geographic data to
additive regression trees [2,4] have been used to relate weather and geographic data to outages, but we
outages, but we believe that this is the first attempt at synergistically combining electrical
believe that this is the first attempt at synergistically combining electrical infrastructure, population,
infrastructure, population, and satellite observations of NTL to quantitatively estimate outages
and satellite observations of NTL to quantitatively estimate outages needing repair. To prevent
needing repair. To prevent overfitting and ensure model accuracy, we performed a 20-fold
overfitting and ensure model accuracy, we performed a 20-fold cross-validation such that 95% of
cross-validation such that 95% of the data was used for training and 5% of the data was used as an
the data was used for training and 5% of the data was used as an independent validation (without
independent validation (without replacement). Error metrics from each fold (model validation) are
replacement). Error metrics from each fold (model validation) are discussed in Section 4.2.
discussed in Section 4.2.
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4. Results
The following sections present results from the development of the power outage detection
product and the outage prediction model using Hurricane Sandy as the case study disaster event.
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Figure 8. Percent of normal products generated over the Hurricane Sandy landfall region for pixels
within the Census MSA shapefile. Panels correspond to post-event products on (a) 30 October,
(b) 31 October, (c) 1 November, (d) 2 November, (e) 3 November, (f) 4 November, and (g) 6 November
2012, respectively. Each panel covers the same geographic region and spatial extent.
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In available high-quality DNB pixels, particularly in extreme southwestern Connecticut
(i.e., Fairfield county), an initial reduction in lights was identified in this product and followed
by a gradual recovery to near “normal” emissions. By 1 November, the same portion of Connecticut
was reduced to only 30%–60% of pre-event minimum emission levels (Figure 8c). Cloud cover on 2 and
3 November restricted outage estimation in this area, but, by 4 November, a majority of pixels were
restored to 60%–90% of normal levels (Figures 8d–f). The number of pixels near 70%–100% of normal
further increased by 6 November, indicating that major progress had been made in the restoration of
the electrical grid (Figure 8g). These products demonstrate the ability to detect an initial reduction in
NTL and to monitor the gradual recovery of power as utility crews service affected locations following
Hurricane Sandy. Furthermore, the sharp reduction in lights one night after landfall (Figure 8a) and
eventual recovery to near-normal conditions (Figure 8g) shows general correspondence with reported
outage trends shown in Figures 4–6.
4.2. Evaluation of Outage Estimates
We evaluated results from the outage prediction model in terms of their magnitude and spatial
accuracy because these metrics correspond with a utility’s emergency preparedness actions to secure
and pre-stage mutual assistance crews in the correct geographic location(s). Results from each fold
were summarized and presented in box plots (Figure 9), and results were generally consistent across
the 20 folds. Box plots with the averages (red dots) and medians (thick, black bars) were plotted for
each evaluated error metric. The average mean error (ME) was near zero, which provides confidence
that results were unbiased. The average mean absolute error (MAE) across all folds was 0.59 outages
per grid cell, and the average root mean square error (RMSE) was 1.24 outages per grid cell, with
an average normalized root mean square error (nRMSE) of 86%. Despite the high nRMSE per grid
cell, which represents error in the local point estimates, the overall spatial accuracy of the outages
was moderate, as explained by NSE values between 0.23 and 0.33, and Pearson correlation (r) values
between 0.48 and 0.58 across all folds. A factor that may influence model accuracy was the geolocation
of outages (e.g., outages are recorded at the nearest upstream isolating device, which may be geolocated
in an adjacent grid cell). An additional factor that may have impacted the results of our study was the
uneven number of observations per day due to cloud impacts. Furthermore, there may be additional
data quality considerations that come from the combination of multiple data sources of varying
temporal resolution, as we have done with our explanatory data (e.g., population, DNB radiance, and
utility infrastructure assets). Future studies that analyze multiple storms will be valuable to mitigating
these impacts.
Given the high-resolution of our study together with the potential societal benefits, we believe
that our initial results are promising. Our results with a post-processed DNB product are improved
compared to Mann et al. who used the random forest algorithm combined with raw, unprocessed
DNB imagery to classify whether or not an outage occurred in a grid cell using household-level
outage data [42]. Although the overall error rate from the Mann et al. study was 2.69%, their model
was much better at classifying grid cells without household outages (3.63% error) than grid cells
with household outages (62% error), which the authors attribute to small sample size (<3% of all
observations were actual outages). As summarized by Mann et al., multiple factors may impact
the spatial accuracy of their raw DNB data, including atmospheric scattering, the accuracy of DNB
radiometry, and undetected clouds. Our current study, however, is minimally affected by these impacts
through the use of an improved NASA DNB product.
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Figure 9. Error metrics from neural network with a 20-fold cross-validation, including mean error
Figure 9. Error metrics from neural network with a 20-fold cross-validation, including mean error (ME)
(ME) per storm. The mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE) and Nash–Sutcliffe
per storm. The mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE) and Nash–Sutcliffe
efficiency (NSE) were calculated from 1 km grid cells for each fold (n = 20 folds).
efficiency (NSE) were calculated from 1 km grid cells for each fold (n = 20 folds).

5. Conclusions
5. Conclusions
This study demonstrated the ability to use nighttime environmental products from the Suomi-NPP
This study demonstrated the ability to use nighttime environmental products from the
VIIRS sensor to identify power outages caused by disaster events. Using an improved DNB retrieval
Suomi-NPP VIIRS sensor to identify power outages caused by disaster events. Using an improved
strategy to account for lunar BRDF artifacts in observed radiance values, we were able to incorporate
DNB retrieval strategy to account for lunar BRDF artifacts in observed radiance values, we were able
nightly images independent of lunar phase conditions to estimate power outages following Hurricane
to incorporate nightly images independent of lunar phase conditions to estimate power outages
Sandy in 2012. Combining DNB radiance values with population estimates and locally-relevant utility
following Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Combining DNB radiance values with population estimates and
information allowed for the creation of a neural network model to predict power outages in dense,
locally-relevant utility information allowed for the creation of a neural network model to predict
urban areas in Connecticut and Massachusetts, where outage estimates and predictions would be most
power outages in dense, urban areas in Connecticut and Massachusetts, where outage estimates and
valuable in near-real-time operations.
predictions would be most valuable in near-real-time operations.
Cloud cover, temporal disparity between input datasets, and geolocation of power outages were
Cloud cover, temporal disparity between input datasets, and geolocation of power outages were
the key limitations to our study design. Though cloud cover impacts any analysis that relies on
the key limitations to our study design. Though cloud cover impacts any analysis that relies on
day/night visible satellite imagery, the geographically-widespread and temporally-extensive nature
day/night visible satellite imagery, the geographically-widespread and temporally-extensive nature of
of power outages from Hurricane Sandy allowed for a sufficient number of clear-sky observations.
power outages from Hurricane Sandy allowed for a sufficient number of clear-sky observations.
Temporal inconsistencies between the VIIRS overpass time, Landscan 2014 population estimates,
Temporal inconsistencies between the VIIRS overpass time, Landscan 2014 population estimates, and
and Eversource reported power outages limited the confidence in our model results. However, this
Eversource reported power outages limited the confidence in our model results. However, this
discrepancy was addressed by modeling all input datasets on a mutual 1 km grid. Finally, the potential
discrepancy was addressed by modeling all input datasets on a mutual 1 km grid. Finally, the potential
for a reported power outage to originate in an adjacent grid cell leaves the possibility for outage
for a reported power outage to originate in an adjacent grid cell leaves the possibility for outage
omission. In these instances, our grid-based model could not account for such network-like behavior,
omission. In these instances, our grid-based model could not account for such network-like behavior, a
a limitation in our current design and key point of improvement for future studies.
limitation in our current design and key point of improvement for future studies.
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Despite these technical limitations, our results show promise for producing a CONUSor global-scale power outage monitoring network using satellite imagery and locally-relevant
infrastructure data. Furthermore, we believe that this is the first attempt at synergistically combining
utility infrastructure, population, and satellite observations of NTL to quantitatively estimate power
outages needing repair. Future efforts in this area should analyze other disaster events with known
power outages, perform further performance evaluations and test design schemes of the neural
network model, and explore alternative methods for outage estimation using the NASA VIIRS DNB
product suite.
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